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第一部分：共 15題(請作答於答案卡，卡片未正確填寫及劃記班級姓名座號者扣總分五分)

I. Listening (15×1%＝15%) 

Part 1: Picture Questions 

Look at each picture and answer the question. 

1. 

 

2. 

 

Part 2: Best Response Questions  
Listen to each question or statement and choose the best 
response. 

(  ) 3. (A) Yes, I like people with a sense of humor. 

(B) Yes, it’s hard to reach a decision with 

them. 

(C) Yes, one of my friends is often late to 

work. 

  (D) Yes, I enjoy working with smart people. 

(  ) 4. (A)  His parents must be proud of him. 

  (B)  Right. He doesn’t seem to care. 

  (C)  I know. He is in his room alone. 

  (D)  No. He is actually feeling sad. 

(  ) 5. (A) Yes. There are only a couple of girls. 

  (B) Yes. He’s the only boy in his class. 

  (C) I know. It is an all-girl school. 

  (D) I agree. The school needs more boys. 

(  ) 6. (A) Yes. He was in the drama club. 

  (B) No. I don’t know his grades. 

  (C) Yeah. He was focusing on biology. 

  (D) No. He didn’t have a favorite class. 

Part 3: Conversation Questions  

Listen to each conversation and answer the question. 

(  ) 7.  (A) It’s to make people laugh. 

  (B) It’s to sell beauty products. 

  (C) It’s to announce a result. 

  (D) It’s to encourage healthy living. 

(  ) 8.  (A) More of the woman’s work experience. 

  (B) The schools the woman went to. 

  (C) The family members the woman has. 

  (D) The woman’s plans for next few years. 

(  ) 9. (A) He needs a bigger size. 

  (B) He wants to pay less for the hat. 

  (C) He prefers a different color. 

  (D) He asks to try on the hat before buying it. 

(  ) 10. (A) She can put it in the window seat. 

  (B) He will have to check the inside. 

  (C) She cannot take it onto the plane. 

  (D) It can be checked in for extra money. 

(  ) 11. (A) She got into an accident in a store. 

  (B) She saw a friend while she was shopping. 

  (C) She hit someone out of anger. 

  (D) She called a friend on the phone. 

Part 4: Short Talk Questions  

Listen to the following paragraphs and answer the 

questions. Your answers must be based on the passages. 

Paragraph A 

(  ) 12. (A) Parents believe kids today have more  

problems than they did in the past. 

  (B) Parents think about their own mistakes  

and worry their kids will be like them. 

(C) Parents forget what it was like to be a 

teenager, so they blame their kids. 

  (D) Parents remember their own past and  

expect their kids to be as good as them. 

(  ) 13. (A) By doing everything their parents want. 

  (B) By staying home more often. 

  (C) By talking to their parents. 

  (D) By getting better grades. 

Paragraph B 

(  ) 14. (A) Heart disease. 

  (B) High blood pressure. 

  (C) Being unable to fall asleep. 

  (D) Eating when we’re not hungry. 

(  ) 15. (A) Exercise regularly. 

  (B) Write down our thoughts and feelings. 

  (C) Talk to someone. 

  (D) Eat only when we’re very hungry. 
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II. Vocabulary (10×1%＝10%)  

16. Farmers don’t have a good harvest this year because lots of crops have been damaged by a special breed of ____.  

(A) cracks     (B) pests     (C) texts     (D) routes  

17. Honesty, diligence, and determination are among the many ______ that make for success in life.  

(A) labels     (B) opportunities   (C) nutrients    (D) elements 

18. Tropical rain forests used to cover 10% of the earth’s ______, but the areas have been shrinking these years due to  

deforestation. 

(A) surface    (B) symbol    (C) shelter     (D) sprout 

19. This afternoon when I passed by his house and rang the doorbell, no one answered the door. He was ______ out. 

(A) probably    (B) completely   (C) particularly   (D) specifically 

20. The survey investigated a(n) ______ sample of around 2,500 senior citizens throughout the country. These  

subjects were chosen by chance. 

(A) charming    (B) smooth    (C) random    (D) independent 

21. The artist’s works were not ______ during his lifetime. It was years after his death that people started to  

understand their value. 

(A) realized    (B) donated    (C) performed   (D) appreciated 

22. These poems are written to ______ the joys of love. They serve to praise the great happiness that people have  

when they feel loved. 

(A) adopt     (B) strike     (C) celebrate    (D) restrain 

23. Peter’s room is a real mess. All his books, toys, and dirty clothes are thrown all over the floor. He should ______  

his things and try to keep them in order. 

(A) take in     (B) put away    (C) care for    (D) hand out 

24. Parents can be too concerned about the future and ______ their fears ______ their children, afraid that something  

bad might happen anytime soon. 

(A) turn…into    (B) replace…with   (C) keep…from   (D) project…onto 

25. The loud noise from the construction site really ______. I felt annoyed and couldn’t concentrate on my studies. 

(A) raised my spirits  (B) got on my nerves  (C) felt down on myself (D) bottled up my emotions 

 

III. Cloze (25×1%＝25%)  

(1) Believe it or not, an animal you see in public could very well be a secret agent on an important mission. __(26)__ 

it sounds crazy, the idea of using animals as government operatives isn’t a new one. __(27)__, as early as in ancient 

Rome, pigeons were trained to send secret military messages between soldiers. In the 1960s, the CIA thought that 

cats would __(28)__ perfect spies because of their excellent poker faces, so it placed listening instruments inside cats’ 

ears and used them for secret missions. The US military also joined wires to insects’ nerves __(29)__ a way to control 

them, and these spy insects would enter the enemy’s base to listen for secrets. Now, __(30)__ modern technology, the 

US military has even created spying machines that are half robot, half insect. 

 Throughout history, the world’s militaries have used animal spies to gain the upper hand over their enemies. It is 

thought that animal spies tend to make the enemy drop their __(31)__ and thus can successfully gather secret 

information. This also has the added __(32)__ of reducing human spies’ risk of losing their lives if the mission should 

fail. 

26. (A) As     (B) When    (C) Since     (D) While 

27. (A) Thus far    (B) In fact     (C) As a result   (D) On second thought 

28. (A) do     (B) play     (C) make     (D) spot 

29. (A) in      (B) by     (C) on     (D) as 

30. (A) using     (B) used     (C) use     (D) to use 

31. (A) labor     (B) guard     (C) chore     (D) task 

32. (A) issue     (B) literacy    (C) benefit    (D) equipment  
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(2) For a relaxing holiday, nothing beats a fun trip to a place full of lovely things, and Kuching is certainly one such 

destination. Kuching, a fascinating little city, __(33)__ in the Malaysian state of Sarawak. First-time visitors to Kuching 

can get to know the city by taking a walk along the Sarawak River to enjoy the pleasant views of some old buildings 

and houses. As anyone who has been to Kuching __(34)__, cat statues are everywhere to be seen in this city, giving 

Kuching a unique __(35)__. To learn about cats throughout different cultures and histories, tourists can visit the Cat 

Museum, __(36)__ has a large collection of vintage Hello Kitty items. Visitors may also __(37)__ Kuching’s side streets 

for all sorts of craft shops and Instagrammable cafés. This is also __(38)__ people can try some delicious local foods, 

including nasi lemak, a sweet-smelling rice dish, and sarawak laksa, a dish that is made up of rice noodles served in a 

spicy or sour soup. Beyond the city center, there are also national parks for sightseeing. Bako National Park, for 

example, __(39)__ white-sand beaches, mangrove forests, and the rare proboscis monkeys. At Gunung Gading 

National Park, visitors can see red rafflesias, the biggest flowers in the world. __(40)__ its wide selection of both city-

based activities and natural attractions, this “City of Cats” is indeed a place unlike any other. 

33. (A) is located     (B) that has located  (C) locates    (D) which is located 

34. (A) know     (B) knows     (C) is known    (D) have known 

35. (A) system    (B) reward    (C) character    (D) theme 

36. (A) where     (B) that     (C) there     (D) which 

37. (A) check out    (B) run over    (C) take up    (D) stand for 

38. (A) how     (B) why     (C) when     (D) where 

39. (A) repairs    (B) features     (C) ensures    (D) acknowledges 

40. (A) By     (B) As for    (C) With     (D) According to 

 

(3) It was late at night, and Henry was on his way home from a crazy party. He had __(41)__ his friends all night to 

have a blast and was now dizzy under the influence of alcohol. Then all of a sudden, his car crashed head-on into 

another. It turned out that the couple in that car both got killed, and their teenage daughter Carol was seriously 

injured. Henry didn’t walk away from the scene of the accident. __(42)__, he decided to face the music and promised 

to make it up to Carol after he served his sentence. He cared __(43)__ much about her during his time in jail that he 

wrote her letters on a regular basis, but he never got any response. Then on the day Henry was released from prison, 

he received a brown paper bag from Carol. Inside the bag __(44)__ a photo of Carol sitting in a wheelchair and a note 

that told him to let go of the past. __(45)__ that Carol had forgiven him for his wrongdoing, his face lighted up and 

took on a relieved expression. Judging from the photo, he could know Carol was an optimistic person. Still, he couldn’t 

help but wonder __(46)__ it would feel like for Carol to be confined to the wheelchair for the rest of her life. Stepping 

out of the prison, Henry finally found himself __(47)__ the courage to move on with a new life and was no longer 

tortured by the strong feelings of guilt. Somehow, this event marked a __(48)__ in his life and taught him a valuable 

lesson about forgiveness. 

 Well goes the proverb, “To err is human, to forgive, divine.” It is normal __(49)__ people all make mistakes every 

now and then. We should learn to forgive and forget, though. After all, life is short. If we keep dwelling on the mistakes 

we __(50)__ in the past, we won’t be able to enjoy our lives to the full.  

41. (A) got rid of    (B) spoken up for   (C) hung out with   (D) had his fill of 

42. (A) However    (B) Therefore    (C) Similarly    (D) Instead 

43. (A) very     (B) too     (C) so     (D) quite 

44. (A) were     (B) was     (C) had     (D) had had 

45. (A) On learning   (B) While learning   (C) Whenever he learned (D) As soon as he learned 

46. (A) how     (B) what     (C) which    (D) that 

47. (A) recovered    (B) recovering    (C) had recovered   (D) was recovering 

48. (A) transition     (B) ceremony    (C) balance    (D) folktale 

49. (A) when     (B) since     (C) that      (D) whether 

50. (A) were made    (B) had made    (C) may make   (D) may have made 
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IV. Blank-filling (10×1%＝10%) 無需考慮大小寫，每選項限用一次。 

(A) also (B) chances are (C) depends on (D) for instance (E) get 

(F) however (G) instead of (H) leads to (I) staying (J) this 

 We often link good health with exercise. __(51)__, there are many ways to stay healthy that don’t require us to 

work up a sweat. Here are some of them. 

 Much of our health __(52)__ what we eat. This is why we should avoid junk foods such as potato chips and 

candy, which contain little nutrition and too many chemical additives. It’s better to choose healthy whole foods like 

fruits and vegetables. __(53)__, we should chew our food 20 to 30 times for each bite, for eating too fast is bad for 

our digestion, according to health coach Kelly Johnson. 

 Besides food, water is also key to __(54)__ healthy. Around 60 percent of our body is made up of water, so it’s 

not surprising that proper hydration is important. Experts say that we should drink at least eight glasses a day.  

 Finally, __(55)__ a good night’s sleep, since our body needs rest at the end of each day. The amount of sleep 

each person needs may be different, but most agree that we should aim for seven to eight hours a night.  

 Another way to get the benefits of exercise without doing sports or going to the gym is to simply be more 

active during the day. __(56)__, cleaning the house could be just as good as exercising, and you get a clean house as 

a reward! You could also walk or ride your bicycle to work or school every day, and take the stairs __(57)__ the 

elevator.  

 Finally, although some stress is good for us, too much of it can cause illnesses like heart disease, high blood 

pressure, and insomnia, that is, being unable to fall asleep. In some cases, stress also __(58)__ “stress eating,” which 

means eating food for a sense of pleasure, even when it’s not mealtime. __(59)__, of course, can cause weight gain. 

So what can we do? Try exercise and sports that can help to ease pressure. __(60)__ that they’ll make you feel a lot 

better.  

V. Reading Comprehension (5×2%＝10%) 

(1)  

Have you ever heard of a flower whose seeds are carried and spread by elephants? The rafflesia, a rare blossom, 

is very unusual. Found in the rain forests of Sumatra, the rafflesia is the world’s largest flower, measuring three feet 

in diameter.  

This giant flower is a parasite – it needs another plant to live on. It lacks the structures needed to survive alone. 

The rafflesia has no stem or leaves. It is all flower. It attaches itself to the roots of other plants and sucks their juices. 

The flower’s favorite home is the root of the cissus vine, which grows above ground.   

The rafflesia seems to burst right out of the forest floor. Its blossom weighs fifteen pounds! It has thick, spotted 

petals that give off a foul smell. The center, or nectary, is about the size of a household bucket. After a rain, it may 

hold up to twelve pints of water.  

After the rafflesia dies, it becomes a pool of thick liquid in which seeds float. Elephants wandering through the 

forest step into the mushy pool, and the seeds glue themselves to their feet. As the animals stomp through the 

forest, their sticky feet pick up twigs and leaves. The elephant try to rid themselves of the sticky mess, in the same 

way people try to get bubble gum off their shoes. The elephants rub their feet against the roots of the cissus vine. In 

no time, seeds left on the vine grow into more monstrous flowers.  

61. What is the passage mainly about?  

(A) Some flowers grow in strange ways.  

(B) The rafflesia has no root structure of its own.   

(C) The rafflesia is one of the world’s most unusual flowers.  

(D) Elephants play a vital role in sustaining the life of the rafflesia.  

62. How does the author give the reader an idea of how large the rafflesia is? 

(A) He uses actual measurements. 

(B) He compares it to other flowers. 

(C) He talks about the size of an elephant for comparison.  
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(D) He provides detailed descriptions of the flower’s stem. 

(2)  

When you look up at the night sky, what do you see? There are other heavenly bodies out there besides the 

moon and stars. One of the most fascinating of these is a comet.  

Comets were formed around the same time the Earth was formed. Usually about five to ten miles across, they 

are made up of ice and other frozen liquids and gases. Now and then these “dirty snowballs” begin to orbit the sun, 

just as the planets do. Scientists know of over one hundred comets in orbits that sometimes bring them fairly close 

to Earth.  

As a comet gets closer to the sun, some of the gases in it begin to unfreeze. The gases combine with dust 

particles from the comet to form a cloud thousands of miles across. As the comet gets even nearer to the sun, a 

solar wind blows the cloud behind the comet, thus forming its tail. The tail and the generally fuzzy atmosphere 

around a comet are characteristics that can help you to identify this phenomenon in the night sky.  

In any given year, about a dozen known comets come close to the sun in their orbits. There may also be a 

dozen or more newly discovered comets. The average person can’t see them all, of course. Usually there are only 

one or two a year bright enough to be seen with the naked eye. Comet Hale-Bopp, discovered in 1995, was an 

unusually bright comet. Its orbit brought it relatively close to Earth – within 122 million miles of it. But Hale-Bopp 

came a long way on its earthly visit. It won’t be back for another four thousand years or so.  

63. What is the passage mainly about?  

(A) How to locate comets in the night sky. 

(B) Where comets come from.  

(C) The Hale-Bopp comet.  

(D) What comets are.   

64. According to the passage, what happens when a comet gets nearer to the sun?  

(A) It picks up speed.  

(B) It begins to freeze up.  

(C) It develops a large cloud.  

(D) It becomes smaller in size.   

65. In paragraph 2, what does the phrase “dirty snowballs” refer to?  

(A) Planets.  

(B) Comets. 

(C) Dust particles. 

(D) Liquids and gases. 

----------------------------(以下 66- 84題作答於答案卷，請務必標明班級姓名座號)------------------------------- 

VI. Vocabulary (15×1%＝15%)  

66. Many in Taiwan practice the t_______n of burning paper offerings for their loved ones. In recent years, Taiwan's   

   government has been trying to put an end to the long-standing practice. 

67. The New Year celebration is a great way for the local c_______y to get together. People living in this 

neighborhood  

   would visit one another’s house to wish each other a good new year just after midnight.  

68. According to scientific evidence, we can d_______ly say the Earth is warming up at a steady pace. Global warming  

   is without a doubt one of the greatest threats facing the planet.   

69. It is reported that 40 percent of lawyers entering the p_______n are women. Female lawyers, though, are more  

   likely to do more office housework than male ones.  

70. With more than 500 volunteer lawyers offering their time and services for free, LawHelp.org is an organization  

   that provides l_______l advice to people on low incomes. 

71. Before my childhood friend Tanya moved away, we e_______ged addresses and promised we'd write each other  

   often. We also gave each other our favorite books to read.   
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72. In case of an earthquake, open all doors to make sure there is an e_______e route. Besides, all exits must be kept  

   clear and everyone should know how to get out. 

73. The Nanfang'ao Bridge in Yilan collapsed earlier this month, injuring a dozen people and fishing boat crew  

   members. People wanted to know how a tragic incident like this could have o_______red. 

74. My trip to Japan last summer was amazing even though I was u_______r with driving on the left-hand side of the  

   road. I had to practice for a while before driving in busy traffic. 

75. The president’s tight s_______e is often planned to the minute. Off and on, he can be too busy to have time for  

   meals.   

76. It’s time for us to take on the r_______y for tackling climate change as it is one of the most serious issues faced by  

   people and governments across the globe today. 

77. When my mother saw my face, she knew i_______ly that something was wrong. She could always tell right away  

   that I was not myself. 

78. We need to c_______e our chances of success before we invest more money in the business. Making investment  

   decisions without doing any proper research will be foolish. 

79. The actress was r_______t to give the interview because she was afraid that talking about her past might destroy  

   her career. 

80. To check on her sleeping baby, Hebe c_______t into the room by tiptoeing up to her crib. She was very careful as  

   any hint of noise would wake the baby up. 

 

VII. Translation (15%)  

一個班級在某種程度上來說和社會相似。如同公民有公民責任，班級的成員也有某些需要達成的必要條件。(81)以下

是負責任的成員應該做的一些事。 (82)首先，她們上課應該注意聽（pay …）。 (83)再者，她們應該為別人著想並且

伸出援手。 (84)如此一來，她們能夠適應（融入）並且也發揮影響力。 

A class is in some way similar to society. As citizens have civic duties, members of a class also have certain 

requirements to fulfill. (81) The _________________________________________________________________________________________. 

(82) First, ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

(83) Second, _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

(84) In this way, _________________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

 



閱測第一篇倒數第三行，The elephant try 應改為 The elephants try  

I. Listening  
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III. Cloze 
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VI. Vocabulary 

66. tradition 67. community 68. definitely 69. profession 70. legal 

71. exchanged 72. escape 73. occurred 74. unfamiliar 75. schedule 

76. responsibility 77. immediately 78. calculate 79. reluctant 80. crept 

VII. Translation 錯一字扣一分。 

一個班級在某種程度上來說和社會相似。如同公民有公民責任，班級的成員也有某些需要達成的必要條件。(81)以

下是負責任的成員應該做的一些事。 (82)首先，她們上課應該注意聽（pay …）。 (83)再者，她們應該為別人著想

並且伸出援手。 (84)如此一來，她們能夠適應（融入）並且也發揮影響力。 

 

(81) The following / are some things / that responsible members / should do.  

              1分         1分                 1分              1分 

(82) First, they should / pay attention / in class.  

             1分         1分       1分 

(83) Second, they should / think of/for others and lend/give / a (helping) hand/reach out (to others)/offer help. 

                1分         1分            1分             1分 

(84) In this way, they can / fit in and also / make a difference.  

                 1分   1分    1分         1分 

 

 

Part 1: Picture Questions (12%) 

Look at each picture and answer the question. 

 

(C) 1. What can we see in the picture? (9 Unit 4-6) 

  (A) A rock concert. 

  (B) An opera singer. 

  (C) A group of musicians. 

  (D) A dance performance. 

 

(D) 2. What can we see in the picture? (9 Unit 10-16) 

  (A) An outdoor activity. 

  (B) A rare species of plant. 

  (C) A selection of desserts. 

  (D) A collection of weapons. 

 

Part 2: Best Response Questions (24%) 

Listen to the question or statement and choose the best response. 

 



(B) 3. Have you ever worked with stubborn people? (9 Unit 2-3) 

  (A) Yes, I like people with sense of humor. 

  (B) Yes, it’s hard to reach a decision with them. 

  (C) Yes, one of my friends is often late to work. 

  (D) Yes, I enjoy working with smart people. 

 

(C) 4. Brian is really upset about failing the final exam. (9 Unit 6-9) 

  (A)  His parents must be proud of him. 

  (B)  Right. He doesn’t seem to care. 

  (C)  I know. He is in his room alone. 

  (D)  No. He is actually feeling sad. 

 

(A) 5. Ryan’s school is made up of mostly boys. (9 Unit 7-11) 

  (A) Yes. There are only a couple of girls. 

  (B) Yes. He’s the only boy in his class. 

  (C) I know. It is an all-girl school. 

  (D) I agree. The school needs more boys. 

 

(C) 6. Do you know what Jack’s major was? (9 Unit 11-18) 

  (A) Yes. He was in the drama club. 

  (B) No. I don’t know his grades. 

  (C) Yeah. He was focusing on biology. 

  (D) No. He didn’t have a favorite class. 

 
Part 3: Conversation Questions (40%) 
Listen to each conversation and answer the question. 
 

(D) 7.  F: Have you seen that poster on the wall? (9 Unit 2-4) 

  M: Yeah. It’s very interesting. 

  F: True, but what are they selling? 

  M: Nothing. It’s just to promote health. 

  Q: What is the man saying about the poster? 

  (A) It’s to make people laugh. 

  (B) It’s to sell beauty products. 

  (C) It’s to announce a result. 

  (D) It’s to encourage healthy living. 

 

(B) 8.  F: Thank you for meeting me so soon. (9 Unit 3-5) 

  M: You seem to have a lot of work experience. 

  F: Yes, and I am eager to work for your company. 

  M: I see. Can you tell me more about your educational background? 

  Q: What does the man want to know? 

  (A) More of the woman’s work experience. 

  (B) The schools the woman went to. 

  (C) The family members the woman has. 

  (D) The woman’s plans for next few years. 

 

(B) 9. M: I really like this hat. (9 Unit 7-12) 

  F:  Sir, you have good taste. It’s a very popular item in our store. 

  M: I’m wondering if you can lower the price a bit. 

  F: I’m afraid I can’t. It is already on sale. 

  Q: What do we know about the man? 



  (A) He needs a bigger size. 

  (B) He wants to pay less for the hat. 

  (C) He prefers a different color. 

  (D) He asks to try on the hat before buying it. 

 

(D) 10. F: Can I please get a window seat? (9 Unit 9-14) 

  M: Sure. I can do that for you. 

  F: How many bags can I check in? 

  M: All passengers are allowed two bags. 

  F: What if I have three bags? 

  M: You can check in the third for an additional fee. 

  Q: What is the man saying to the woman about the third bag? 

  (A) She can put it in the window seat. 

  (B) He will have to check the inside. 

  (C) She cannot take it onto the plane. 

  (D) It can be checked in for extra money. 

 

(B) 11. F: Have you seen John lately? (9 Unit 11-17) 

  M: No, I haven’t. Why do you ask? 

  F: I bumped into him at the store yesterday. He’s lost a lot of weight. 

  M: Oh, really? Good for him! 

  Q: What did the woman do yesterday? 

  (A) She got into an accident in a store. 

  (B) She saw a friend while she was shopping. 

  (C) She hit someone out of anger. 

  (D) She called a friend on the phone. 

 

Part 4: Short Talk Questions (24%) 

Listen to the following paragraph and answer the questions. 

 

Paragraph A 

Parents become upset with their kids for many reasons. Sometimes, they’re thinking about the mistakes they made when they were 

teenagers. For example, some parents did poorly in school, so they might worry their kids will get bad grades like they did. Other times 

they’re afraid they may have made mistakes in raising their kids. They blame themselves if their kids do something wrong. Teenagers 

can do certain things to ease their parents’ fears and worries. They could send a text message or spend a few minutes a day for a 

face-to-face chat with them. It’s not a good idea to bottle up emotions. If an issue is important to you, tell your parents about it. 

(9 Unit 6-B) 

 

(B) 12. Why do parents worry about their kids, according to the passage? 

  (A) Parents believe kids today have more problems than they did in the past. 

  (B) Parents think about their own mistakes and worry their kids will be like them. 

  (C) Parents forget what it was like to be a teenager, so they blame their kids. 

  (D) Parents remember their own past and expect their kids to be as good as them. 

 

(C) 13. How can kids ease their parents’ fears and worries, based on the passage? 

(A) By doing everything their parents want. 

  (B) By staying home more often. 

  (C) By talking to their parents. 

  (D) By getting better grades. 

 

Paragraph B 



Much of our health depends on what we eat. This is why we should avoid processed foods like potato chips and candy, which 

contain few vitamins and a lot of salt and sugar. For better health, eat whole foods such as fruit and vegetables. Although some 

stress is good for us, too much of it can lead to heart disease and high blood pressure. Stress could also cause “stress eating,” 

which means eating food to lift our moods, even when we’re not hungry. So what can we do about it? Try meditating or journaling 

to lower your stress level. Chances are they’ll make you feel better. You might get healthier, too! (9 Unit 7-C) 

 

(C) 14. What is NOT a problem caused by stress, based on the passage? 

(A) Heart disease. 

  (B) High blood pressure. 

  (C) Being unable to fall asleep. 

  (D) Eating when we’re not hungry. 

 

(B) 15. What does the passage suggest we do to lower our stress level? 

  (A) Exercise regularly. 

  (B) Write down our thoughts and feelings. 

  (C) Talk to someone. 

  (D) Eat only when we’re very hungry. 

 

 


